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8. Algorithms

Graphically represented, Toolchains look like a set of interconnected blocks. As illustrated in
the figure below, each block can accommodate one Algorithm, along with the necessary input
and output interfaces. We also refer to the inputs and outputs collec�vely as endpoints.
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Typically, an algorithm will process data units received at the input endpoints, and push the
relevant results to the output endpoint. Each algorithm must have at least one input and at
least one output. The links in a toolchain connect the output of one block to the input of
another effec�vely connec�ng algorithms together, thus determining the informa�on-flow
through the toolchain.

Blocks at the beginning of the toolchain are typically connected to datasets, and blocks at the
end of a toolchain are connected to analyzers (special algorithms with no output). The BEAT
pla�orm is responsible for delivering inputs from the desired datasets into the toolchain and
through your algorithms. This drives the synchroniza�on of informa�on-flow through the
toolchain. Flow synchroniza�on is determined by data units produced from a dataset and
injected into the toolchain.
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Code for algorithms may be implemented in any programming language supported by BEAT.
At present, only two backends have been integrated, suppor�ng Python and C++, therefore,
algorithms are expected to be implemented in one of those languages. (In future, other
backends will be added to BEAT.) Python code implemen�ng a certain algorithm can be
created using our web-based Manipula�ng an Algorithm. C++ based algorithms must be
compiled using a provided docker container, and uploaded on the pla�orm (see Implemen�ng
an algorithm in C++).

BEAT treats algorithms as objects that are derived from the class Algorithm  (in Python) or

IAlgorithm  (in C++). To define a new algorithm, at least one method must be implemented:

process() : the method that actually processes input and produces outputs.

The code example below illustrates the implementa�on of an algorithm (in Python):
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class Algorithm: 
 
     def process(self, inputs, outputs): 
        # here, you read inputs, process and write results to outputs 

 

Here is the equivalent example in C++:
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 class Algorithm: public IAlgorithm 
 { 
 public: 
     virtual bool process(const InputList& inputs, const OutputList& outputs) 
     { 
         // here, you read inputs, process and write results to outputs 
     } 
 }; 

 

One par�cularity of the BEAT pla�orm is how the data-flow through a given toolchain is
synchronized. The pla�orm is responsible for extrac�ng data units (images, speech-segments,
videos, etc.) from the database and presen�ng them to the input endpoints of certain blocks,
as specified in the toolchain. Each �me a new data unit is presented to the input of a block
can be thought of as a individual �me-unit. The algorithm implemented in a block is
responsible for the synchroniza�on between its inputs and its output. In other words, every
�me a data unit is produced by a dataset on an experiment, the process()  method of your

algorithm is called to act upon it.

An algorithm may have one of two kinds of sychronici�es: one-to-one, and many-to-one.
These are discussed in detail in separate sec�ons below.

8.1. One-to-one synchronization



Here, the algorithm generates one output for every input en�ty (e.g., image, video, speech-
file). For example, an image-based feature-extrac�on algorithm would typically output one
set of features every �me it is called with a new input image. A schema�c diagram of one-to-
one sychroniza�on for an algorithm is shown in the figure below:
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At the configura�on shown in this figure, the algorithm-block has two endpoints: one input,
and one output. The inputs and outputs and the block are synchronized together (no�ce the
color informa�on). Each red box represents one input unit (e.g., an image, or a video), that is
fed to the input interface of the block. Corresponding to each input received, the block
produces one output unit, shown as a blue box in the figure.

An example code showing how to implement an algorithm in this configura�on is shown
below:
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 class Algorithm: 
 
     def process(self, inputs, outputs): 
 
         # to read the field "value" on the "in" input, use "data" 
         # a possible declaration of "user/format/1" would be: 
         # { 
         #   "value": ... 
         # } 
         value = inputs['in'].data.value 
 
         # do your processing and create the "output" value 
         output = magical_processing(value) 
 
         # to write "output" into the relevant endpoint use "write" 
         # a possible declaration of "user/other/1" would be: 
         # { 
         #   "value": ... 
         # } 
         outputs['out'].write({'value': output}) 
 
         # No error occurred, so return True 
         return True 
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 class Algorithm: public IAlgorithm 
 { 
 public: 
     virtual bool process(const InputList& inputs, const OutputList& outputs) 
     { 
         // to read the field "value" on the "in" input, use "data" 
         // a possible declaration of "user/format/1" would be: 
         // { 
         //   "value": ... 
         // } 
         auto value = inputs["in"]->data<user::format_1>()->value; 
 
         // do your processing and create the "output" value 
         auto output = magical_processing(value); 
 
         // to write "output" into the relevant endpoint use "write" 
         // a possible declaration of "user/other/1" would be: 
         // { 
         //   "value": ... 
         // } 
         auto result = new user::other_1(); 
         result->value = output; 
 
         outputs["out"]->write(result); 
 
         # No error occurred, so return true 
         return true; 
     } 
 }; 

 

In this example, the pla�orm will call the user algorithm every �me a new input block with
the format user/format/1  is available at the input. No�ce no for  loops are necessary on

the user code. The pla�orm controls the looping for you.

A more complex case of one-to-one sychroniza�on is shown the following figure:
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In such a configura�on, the pla�orm will ensure that each input unit at the input-endpoint
in  is associated with the correct input unit at the input-endpoint in2 . For example,

referring to the figure above, the items at the input in  could be images, at the items at the

input in2  could be labels, and the configura�on depicted indicates that the first two input

images have the same label, say, l1 , whereas the next two input images have the same

label, say, l2 . The algorithm produces one output item at the endpoint out , for each input

object presented at endpoint in .

Example code implemen�ng an algorithm processing data in this scenario is shown below:
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 class Algorithm: 
 
     def process(self, inputs, outputs): 
 
         i1 = inputs['in'].data.value 
         i2 = inputs['in2'].data.value 
 
         out = magical_processing(i1, i2) 
 
         outputs['out'].write({'value': out}) 
 
         return True 
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 class Algorithm: public IAlgorithm 
 { 
 public: 
     virtual bool process(const InputList& inputs, const OutputList& outputs) 
     { 
         auto i1 = inputs["in"]->data<user::format_1>()->value; 
         auto i2 = inputs["in2"]->data<user::format_1>()->value; 
 
         auto out = magical_processing(i1, i2); 
 
         auto result = new user::other_1(); 
         result->value = out; 
 
         outputs["out"]->write(result); 
 
         return true; 
     } 
 }; 

 

You should no�ce that we s�ll don’t require any sort of for  loops! The pla�orm synchronizes

the inputs in  and in2  so they are available to your program as the dataset implementor

defined.

8.2. Many-to-one synchronization

Here, the algorithm produces a single output a�er processing a batch of inputs. For example,
the algorithm may produce a model for a dog a�er processing all input images for the dog
class. A block diagram illustra�ng many-to-one synchroniza�on is shown below:
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Here the synchroniza�on is driven by the endpoint in2 . For each data unit received at the

input in2 , the algorithm generates one output unit. Note that, here, mul�ple units received

at the input in  are accumulated and associated with a single unit received at in2 . The user

does not have to handle the internal indexing. Producing output data at the right moment is
enough for the pla�orm understand the output is synchronized with in2 .

The example below illustrates how such an algorithm could be implemented:
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 class Algorithm: 
 
     def __init__(self): 
         self.objs = [] 
 
     def process(self, inputs, outputs): 
         self.objs.append(inputs['in'].data.value) # accumulates 
 
        if inputs['in2'].isDataUnitDone(): 
            out = magical_processing(self.objs) 
            outputs['out'].write({'value': out}) 
            self.objs = [] #reset accumulator for next label 
 
         return True 
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 class Algorithm: public IAlgorithm 
 { 
 public: 
     virtual bool process(const InputList& inputs, const OutputList& outputs) 
     { 
         objs.push_back(inputs["in"]->data<user::format_1>()->value); // 
accumulates 
 
         if (inputs["in2"]->isDataUnitDone()) 
         { 
             auto out = magical_processing(objs); 
 
             auto result = new user::other_1(); 
             result->value = out; 
 
             outputs["out"]->write(result); 
 
             objs.clear();   // reset accumulator for next label 
         } 
 
         return true; 
     } 
 
 public: 
     std::vector<float> objs; 
 }; 

 

Here, the units received at the endpoint in  are accumulated as long as the

isDataUnitDone()  method a�ached to the input in2  returns False . When

isDataUnitDone()  returns True , the corresponding label is read from in2 , and a result is

produced at the endpoint out . A�er an output unit has been produced, the internal

accumulator for in  is cleared, and the algorithm starts accumula�ng a new set of objects for

the next label.

8.3. Unsynchronized Operation

Not all inputs for a block need to be synchronized together. In the diagram shown below, the
block is synchronized with the inputs in  and in2  (as indicated by the green circle which

matches the colour of the input lines connec�ng in  and in2 ). The output out  is

synchronized with the block (and as one can no�ce locking at the code below, outputs signal
a�er every in  input). The input in3  is not synchronized with the endpoints in , in2  and

with the block. A processing block which receives a previously calculated model and must
score test samples is a good example for this condi�on. In this case, the user is responsible
for reading out the contents of in3  explicitly.
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In this case the algorithm will include an explicit loop to read the unsynchronized input
( in3 ).
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 class Algorithm: 
 
     def __init__(self): 
         self.models = None 
 
     def process(self, inputs, outputs): 
         # N.B.: this will be called for every unit in `in' 
 
         # Loads the "model" data at the beginning, once 
         if self.models is None: 
             self.models = [] 
             while inputs['in3'].hasMoreData(): 
                 inputs['in3'].next() 
                 self.models.append(inputs['in3'].data.value) 
 
         # Processes the current input in `in' and `in2', apply the 
         # model/models 
         out = magical_processing(inputs['in'].data.value, 
                                  inputs['in2'].data.value, 
                                  self.models) 
 
         # Writes the output 
         outputs.write({'value': out}) 
 
         return True 
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 class Algorithm: public IAlgorithm 
 { 
 public: 
     virtual bool process(const InputList& inputs, const OutputList& outputs) 
     { 
         // N.B.: this will be called for every unit in `in' 
 
         // Loads the "model" data at the beginning, once 
         if (models.empty()) 
         { 
             while (inputs["in3"]->hasMoreData()) 
             { 
                 inputs["in3"]->next(); 
                 auto model = inputs["in3"]->data<user::model_1>(); 
                 models.push_back(*model); 
             } 
         } 
 
         // Processes the current input in `in' and `in2', apply the 
model/models 
         auto out = magical_processing(inputs["in"]->data<user::format_1>()-
>value, 
                                       inputs["in2"]->data<user::format_1>()-
>value, 
                                       models); 
 
         // Writes the output 
         auto result = new user::other_1(); 
         result->value = out; 
 
         outputs["out"]->write(result); 
 
         return true; 
     } 
 
 public: 
     std::vector<user::model_1> models; 
 }; 

 



It may happen that you have several inputs which are synchronized together, but
unsynchronized with the block you’re wri�ng your algorithm for. In this case, it is safer to
treat inputs using their group. For example:
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 class Algorithm: 
 
     def __init__(self): 
         self.models = None 
 
 
     def process(self, inputs, outputs): 
         # N.B.: this will be called for every unit in `in' 
 
         # Loads the "model" data at the beginning, once 
         if self.models is None: 
             self.models = [] 
             group = inputs.groupOf('in3') 
             while group.hasMoreData(): 
                 group.next() #synchronously advances the data 
                 self.models.append(group['in3'].data.value) 
 
         # Processes the current input in `in' and `in2', apply the model/models 
         out = magical_processing(inputs['in'].data.value, 
                                  inputs['in2'].data.value, 
                                  self.models) 
 
         # Writes the output 
         outputs.write({'value': out}) 
 
         return True 
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 class Algorithm: public IAlgorithm 
 { 
 public: 
     virtual bool process(const InputList& inputs, const OutputList& outputs) 
     { 
         // N.B.: this will be called for every unit in `in' 
 
         // Loads the "model" data at the beginning, once 
         if (models.empty()) 
         { 
             auto group = inputs->groupOf("in3"); 
             while (group->hasMoreData()) 
             { 
                 group->next(); // synchronously advances the data 
                 auto model = group["in3"]->data<user::model_1>(); 
                 models.push_back(*model); 
             } 
         } 
 
         // Processes the current input in `in' and `in2', apply the 
model/models 
         auto out = magical_processing(inputs["in"]->data<user::format_1>()-
>value, 
                                       inputs["in2"]->data<user::format_1>()-
>value, 
                                       models); 
 
         // Writes the output 
         auto result = new user::other_1(); 
         result->value = out; 
 
         outputs["out"]->write(result); 
 
         return true; 
     } 
 
 public: 
     std::vector<user::model_1> models; 
 }; 

 

In prac�ce, encoding your algorithms using groups instead of looping over individual inputs
makes the code more robust to changes.

8.4. Manipulating an Algorithm

The Algorithm editor can be accessed via the “User Resources” tab on your BEAT login page
(click on “User Resources” and select “Algorithms” from the drop-down list). On your
Algorithms page you should see something similar to the following:



 Note

Naming Conven�on

Algorithms are named using three values joined by a /  (slash) operator:

username: indicates the author of the algorithm
name: indicates the name of the algorithm
version: indicates the version (integer star�ng from 1 ) of the algorithm

Each tuple of these three components defines a unique algorithm name inside the
pla�orm. For a grasp, you may browse publicly available algorithms.

Note the search-box and the privacy-filter above the list of algorithms displayed on the page.
You can use these to limit your search. For example, entering “anjos” in the search-box will
allow you to list only those algorithms that have the string “anjos” in the algorithm name. An
example is shown in the image below.

https://www.beat-eu.org/platform/algorithms/


There are two types of algorithm in the editor: Analyzer, and Spli�able. Analyzer algorithms
are special algorithms where the purpose is to generate sta�s�cs about the processing
results (graphs, means, variances, etc.). Usually, biometric data processing algorithms are of
type Spli�able, indica�ng to the pla�orm that these algorithms can be executed in a
distributed fashion, depending on the available compu�ng resources.

There are two basic ways to create an algorithm at the BEAT pla�orm. You may either start
from scratch or fork a new copy of an exis�ng algorithm and edit that.

8.4.1. Create an algorithm from scratch

To create an algorithm from scratch, start by clicking the ‘’new’’ bu�on (green bu�on on the
top-right corner on the Algorithms page).

You should see a web-page similar to what is displayed below:

For instruc�ons on how to create an algorithm from scratch, please refer to the Sec�on of
algorithm editor.

8.4.2. Edit an existing algorithm

In general, an exis�ng algorithm that is already used in a toolchain cannot be edited.
However, a new copy can be created by forking an exis�ng algorithm, and this copy can be
edited to create a new algorithm. The advantage is that the forked algorithm provides
reference templates assis�ng user in crea�ng the new algorithm. To fork an algorithm
displayed in the list of algorithms, click on the violet ‘’fork’’ icon to the right of the algorithm
name. You should see a webpage similar to what is displayed below



Please refer to the Sec�on of algorithm editor for crea�ng an algorithm.

8.5. New Version

You can update your exis�ng algorithm by clicking a new version bu�on.

Please refer to the Sec�on of algorithm editor for crea�ng an algorithm.

8.6. Editor

To create an algorithm, there are seven sec�ons which are:

Name: the name of algorithm.
Algorithm type: Analyzer or Spli�able.
Language: The language used to implement the algorithm (Python or C++).
Documenta�on: This is used to describe your algorithm.
Inputs / Outputs: Define the proper�es of the Input and Output endpoints for this
algorithm.
Parameters: Define the configura�on-parameters for the algorithm.

For Python-based algorithms only:

Libraries: If there are func�ons in a library, you can add them for the algorithm to use.
Source code: The (Python) code implemen�ng the algorithm.



You should see a webpage similar to what is displayed below:

8.6.1. How to debug?

Even though the BEAT pla�orm is an evalua�on system (as opposed to a development tool),
por�ng algorithms to run on it may require some debugging, specially for blocks with mul�ple
input groups with different synchroniza�on channels. For that purpose, the standard output
and error streams for each block ran in an experiment are logged for later inspec�on through
the experiment view page (see our Experiments sec�on). This include stack traces of
uncaught excep�ons, but also any data printed by an algorithm or associated libraries, on any
of these streams.

You may take advantage of this to include print  statements or similar in your algorithm

code, to help with your debugging.

Warning

To comply with data privacy requirements in our terms of service, only the very last 4
kilobytes of these streams is kept for user inspec�on.

8.7. Implementing an algorithm in C++

8.7.1. Prerequisite: Configure your command-line client

In order to ensure that your compiled algorithm will works on the BEAT pla�orm, you must
compile it using our docker image called beats/client. Once downloaded, you’ll need to
configure the command-line tool to access your account on the BEAT pla�orm:

file:///home/neo/sphinx/beat.web/doc/user/experiments/guide.html#experiments
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$ docker run -ti beats/client:0.1.5 bash 
/# cd home 
/home# beat config set user <your_user_name> 
/home# beat config set token "<your_token>" 
/home# beat config save 

 

Here, <your_user_name>  is your username on the BEAT pla�orm, and <your_token>  can be

retrieved from your se�ngs page. Note that we use the /home  folder to save everything, but

feel free to use the one you want.

8.7.2. Algorithm compilation

To implement an algorithm in C++, follow the following steps:

1. Create the algorithm on the BEAT pla�orm, by selec�ng the C++ language. Declare all
the needed inputs, outputs and parameters.

2. Using the beat  command-line tool, download the algorithm declara�on from the

BEAT pla�orm (note that all the necessary data formats will be dowloaded too):

/home# beat algorithms pull <your_user_name>/<algorithm_name>/<version> 

 

At this point, the folder /home/algorithms/<your_user_name>/<algorithm_name>/  will contain

the declara�on of your algorithm in JSON format, and /home/dataformats/  will contain the

declara�on files of the data formats used by the algorithm.

3. Generate the C++ files corresponding to the algorithm declara�on:

/home# generate_cxx.py . <your_user_name>/<algorithm_name>/<version> 

 

At this point, the folder /home/algorithms/<your_user_name>/<algorithm_name>/  will contain a

few new C++ files:

one header/source file for each needed data format
beat_setup.h  and beat_setup.cpp : used by the pla�orm to learn everything it needs

to know about your algorithm
algorithm.h  and algorithm.cpp : you will implement your algorithm in those files

Feel free to add as many other files as you need for your implementa�on.



4. Implement your algorithm in algorithm.h  and algorithm.cpp

5. Compile your code as a shared library (an example CMake file was generated, you can
either modify it to add your own files or use another build system if you want). Note that
the BEAT pla�orm expect you to upload one and only one shared library, so if your
algorithm has any dependencies, you must link them sta�cally inside the shared library:

/home# cd algorithms/<your_user_name>/<algorithm_name>/ 
/home/algorithms/<your_user_name>/<algorithm_name># mkdir build 
/home/algorithms/<your_user_name>/<algorithm_name># cd build 
/home/algorithms/<your_user_name>/<algorithm_name>/build# cmake .. 
/home/algorithms/<your_user_name>/<algorithm_name>/build# make 

 

This will produce a file called <version>.so  in the

/home/algorithms/<your_user_name>/<algorithm_name>/  folder.

6. Upload the shared library on the BEAT pla�orm, from the algorithm page.

8.8. Sharing an Algorithm

As with other objects in the BEAT pla�orm, algorithms may also be shared with other people
or teams. For example, sharing algorithms may be useful in engaging a community in a
challenge. In order to share your algorithm, while on the algorithm list display, click on the
Share bu�on. When you click this bu�on, a window will appear allowing you to type in the
usernames of users and teams you want to share your contribu�on with.

You may op�onally choose to share the algorithm with all pla�orm users and anonymous
visitors by clicking on the checkbox Public. In this case, the fields for authorized users and
teams are automa�cally disabled. Sharing is an irreversible procedure. You can only addi�vely
share contribu�ons. You cannot unshare once the share is performed. You may cancel the
opera�on by clicking on the Cancel bu�on.

 Note

Sharing status

The sharing status of an algorithm is represented to the le� of its name, in the format of
an icon. An algorithm can be in one of these four sharing states:



Private (icon shows a single person): If an algorithm is private, only you can use it
on your experiments and only you can view its source code.
Usable (icon shows a cog): If an algorithm is usable, only you can view its source
code. People on a sharing list can use the algorithm as a black-box (i.e. without
looking at the source code) on their experiments. If there is no one on the sharing
list, then everyone can use the algorithm.
Shared (icon shows many persons): If an algorithm is shared, only people on the
sharing list can use the algorithm and view its source code.
Public (icon shows the globe): If an algorithm is public, then users and pla�orm
visitors can view the source code of the algorithm. All pla�orm users can use the
algorithm on their experiments.

Sharing at the BEAT pla�orm is an irreversible procedure. For example, public objects
cannot be made private again. If you share an object with a user or team and change your
mind, you can s�ll delete the object, for as long as it is not being used by you or another
colleagues with access (see more informa�on on our Frequently Asked Ques�ons).

8.9. Deleting an Algorithm

An algorithm can only be deleted by dele�ng all the experiments that use it. Once deleted,
the algorithm cannot be restored.
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